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Purchasing a Honda is a truly great experience. Not only are you making an investment Purchasing a Honda is a truly great experience. Not only are you making an investment 
that’ll help you exponentially in your everyday life, but you’re also giving yourself a form that’ll help you exponentially in your everyday life, but you’re also giving yourself a form 
of freedom. Whenever you want, you can drive to your heart’s content on limitless paths, of freedom. Whenever you want, you can drive to your heart’s content on limitless paths, 
leading you to brand-new and exciting opportunities. leading you to brand-new and exciting opportunities. 

However, before you can slide in behind the wheel and hit the open road, there are a few However, before you can slide in behind the wheel and hit the open road, there are a few 
steps to take to ensure this investment is sound. In this guide, we’ll lay out the steps to steps to take to ensure this investment is sound. In this guide, we’ll lay out the steps to 
buying a new Honda you should take to make this life-changing venture easier and even buying a new Honda you should take to make this life-changing venture easier and even 
more rewarding. more rewarding. 

In our eBook, you’ll discover five crucial steps to streamline the vehicle-buying process.  In our eBook, you’ll discover five crucial steps to streamline the vehicle-buying process.  
By following these five steps, you can rest easy knowing you’ll be making a decision you’ll By following these five steps, you can rest easy knowing you’ll be making a decision you’ll 
feel confident about. Let’s get started!feel confident about. Let’s get started!
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STEP 1: DISCOVERING YOUR NEEDS    
The first step in buying a new Honda–and possibly the most important–is assessing your The first step in buying a new Honda–and possibly the most important–is assessing your 
automotive needs. Since this will more than likely be your main mode of transportation for automotive needs. Since this will more than likely be your main mode of transportation for 
many years, you deserve a car that is perfect for youmany years, you deserve a car that is perfect for you. . 

Luckily, Honda’s lineup of vehicles offers a model for every type of driver. All you need to do Luckily, Honda’s lineup of vehicles offers a model for every type of driver. All you need to do 
is craft a list of what is most important to you. When deciding what you and your family need is craft a list of what is most important to you. When deciding what you and your family need 
out of a vehicle, think about the following: out of a vehicle, think about the following: 

• Size & Body Style:Size & Body Style:  Considering the type of model you want is a good place to start, Considering the type of model you want is a good place to start, 
but make sure it’s practical and accommodating. For instance, a sporty sedan may but make sure it’s practical and accommodating. For instance, a sporty sedan may 
seem like fun to drive, but you might need more space for your growing family. seem like fun to drive, but you might need more space for your growing family. 

How many passengers do you traditionally commute with? If it’s mostly just you and How many passengers do you traditionally commute with? If it’s mostly just you and 
some friends, a sedan or crossover may be perfect. Do you need a lot of cargo space some friends, a sedan or crossover may be perfect. Do you need a lot of cargo space 
for adventure gear? Then a midsize or full-size SUV should work ideally for you. for adventure gear? Then a midsize or full-size SUV should work ideally for you. 
Additionally, keep in mind the size of your driveway, garage, or parking space as well.  Additionally, keep in mind the size of your driveway, garage, or parking space as well.  

• Performance:Performance: Even though a vehicle’s performance isn’t always at the top   Even though a vehicle’s performance isn’t always at the top  
of everyone’s mind, it’s critical to find a configuration that fits with how you drive.of everyone’s mind, it’s critical to find a configuration that fits with how you drive.

For example, if you need a vehicle for work and personal use or you plan to frequently For example, if you need a vehicle for work and personal use or you plan to frequently 
tow materials, then a robust truck may be the best option for you. If you have a long tow materials, then a robust truck may be the best option for you. If you have a long 
morning commute, a fuel-efficient hybrid is sure to save you some trips to the gas morning commute, a fuel-efficient hybrid is sure to save you some trips to the gas 
station. Are you an off-roading explorer? Find a vehicle equipped with AWD then! station. Are you an off-roading explorer? Find a vehicle equipped with AWD then! 
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• Technology:Technology: Now, think about which technology features you want to have in  Now, think about which technology features you want to have in 
your vehicle. Is it Bluetooth®? A premium sound system? An expansive sunroof? your vehicle. Is it Bluetooth®? A premium sound system? An expansive sunroof? 
Fortunately, Honda provides an available suite of advanced technology, from Fortunately, Honda provides an available suite of advanced technology, from 
smartphone connectivity and in-vehicle Wi-Fi to cutting-edge safety systems. smartphone connectivity and in-vehicle Wi-Fi to cutting-edge safety systems. 

If you want to be connected on the go, then Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ If you want to be connected on the go, then Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ 
are a must. If you frequently embark on road trips, then you’ll need an impressive are a must. If you frequently embark on road trips, then you’ll need an impressive 
navigation system. If you travel with your little ones on a daily basis, extra safety navigation system. If you travel with your little ones on a daily basis, extra safety 
features, such as the Collision Mitigation Braking System™, will help you remain  features, such as the Collision Mitigation Braking System™, will help you remain  
alert during your drives.  alert during your drives.  

• Interior & Exterior Features:Interior & Exterior Features: Don’t forget about all the other exciting amenities  Don’t forget about all the other exciting amenities 
Honda offers in their roster of progressive features! Make a list of features that will Honda offers in their roster of progressive features! Make a list of features that will 
appeal to you from the outside in. Consider all the small details, from LED headlights appeal to you from the outside in. Consider all the small details, from LED headlights 
and tire size to leather seating and everything in between. and tire size to leather seating and everything in between. 

• Budget:Budget: Finally, set your budget to fit in with your specific needs. Figure out how  Finally, set your budget to fit in with your specific needs. Figure out how 
much you can afford for a vehicle. Remember to consider all automotive costs, too, much you can afford for a vehicle. Remember to consider all automotive costs, too, 
which includes:which includes:

• • Monthly payments/interest rates Monthly payments/interest rates 
• • Vehicle insurance Vehicle insurance 
• • Parking/toll expenses Parking/toll expenses 

• • Routine vehicle maintenanceRoutine vehicle maintenance

Sticking to this budget won’t only assist you with making your final decision,  Sticking to this budget won’t only assist you with making your final decision,  
but it’ll also help you out in the long run as well.  but it’ll also help you out in the long run as well.  

STEP 2: DO YOUR RESEARCHSTEP 2: DO YOUR RESEARCH
Now that you have your list of automotive needs complete, you’re ready to find the Honda Now that you have your list of automotive needs complete, you’re ready to find the Honda 
that meets them the best. Now, it’s time to do some homework. Don’t worry, though–you that meets them the best. Now, it’s time to do some homework. Don’t worry, though–you 
won’t feel like you’re back at school. won’t feel like you’re back at school. 

Diligent research is a cornerstone of any large investment and couldn’t be more vital when Diligent research is a cornerstone of any large investment and couldn’t be more vital when 
looking to buy a new car. By learning about a vehicle’s specs and features, you can find  looking to buy a new car. By learning about a vehicle’s specs and features, you can find  
the Honda models that align with your needs as a driver. Ultimately, it’ll help you prepare the Honda models that align with your needs as a driver. Ultimately, it’ll help you prepare 
for your dealership visit! for your dealership visit! 

There are a ton of ways you can research models. You can get opinions from your friends There are a ton of ways you can research models. You can get opinions from your friends 
who may be Honda loyalists. Check out consumer reviews online to learn what the who may be Honda loyalists. Check out consumer reviews online to learn what the 
consensus is on a vehicle, too. However, to really make your Honda research efficient  consensus is on a vehicle, too. However, to really make your Honda research efficient  
and fun, here are some helpful tips.  and fun, here are some helpful tips.  
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• Utilize Official Sources:Utilize Official Sources: Get your information directly from the source! Find  Get your information directly from the source! Find 
reputable materials that detail a vehicle’s standout features. That way, you can  reputable materials that detail a vehicle’s standout features. That way, you can  
learn about the standard features, available upgrades, and optional packages  learn about the standard features, available upgrades, and optional packages  
of every vehicle.of every vehicle.

You’ll also find firsthand accounts of test drives of many vehicles, which will outline You’ll also find firsthand accounts of test drives of many vehicles, which will outline 
the car’s performance and cabin amenities.  the car’s performance and cabin amenities.  

• Start at Dealership Websites:Start at Dealership Websites: We suggest taking a look at the Honda lineup and  We suggest taking a look at the Honda lineup and 
choosing the vehicles that meet those needs you created earlier. Then, do some light choosing the vehicles that meet those needs you created earlier. Then, do some light 
reading about the vehicle to get the highlights. Authorized dealership websites are  reading about the vehicle to get the highlights. Authorized dealership websites are  
a great place to do this. a great place to do this. 

Typically, they’ll have a research center that contains many reviews, comparisons,  Typically, they’ll have a research center that contains many reviews, comparisons,  
and other content with official information. Plus, they’re written by professional writers,  and other content with official information. Plus, they’re written by professional writers,  
so they’re fun and easy to read.   so they’re fun and easy to read.   

• Move to Honda Materials: Move to Honda Materials: Once you have a good idea of a model or two you can Once you have a good idea of a model or two you can 
picture yourself driving, go to the official Honda website. Here, you’ll find everything picture yourself driving, go to the official Honda website. Here, you’ll find everything 
you need to know on their vehicle profile page and brochure. You can easily discover you need to know on their vehicle profile page and brochure. You can easily discover 
all the tiny details to help make your final decision.  all the tiny details to help make your final decision.  

• Remember Your Needs: Remember Your Needs: When researching, look to see if the model meets your When researching, look to see if the model meets your 
automotive needs. In the end, ensure that all the important features that you need–automotive needs. In the end, ensure that all the important features that you need–
not want–are included with the vehicle. If it has the extra features you want, even not want–are included with the vehicle. If it has the extra features you want, even 
better! Make sure to read about the different trim levels of the model, too.better! Make sure to read about the different trim levels of the model, too.
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STEP 3: FINDING THE RIGHT DEALER STEP 3: FINDING THE RIGHT DEALER 
Once you’ve picked out your dream Honda or have a list of a few you’d like to check out  Once you’ve picked out your dream Honda or have a list of a few you’d like to check out  
in person, it’s finally time to hit the dealership! However, you need to find a dealer that you’ll in person, it’s finally time to hit the dealership! However, you need to find a dealer that you’ll 
feel great about working with. After all, buying a new Honda is an investment for your future feel great about working with. After all, buying a new Honda is an investment for your future 
and you deserve a team that works for you. and you deserve a team that works for you. 

With so many dealerships, how do you find the right one? If you guessed by conducting  With so many dealerships, how do you find the right one? If you guessed by conducting  
a little more research, you’re correct! Tracking down a first-rate dealer is simple. Explore a little more research, you’re correct! Tracking down a first-rate dealer is simple. Explore 
their websites and consider the following: their websites and consider the following: 

• Location:Location: Does this authorized dealership have a location that is convenient to you?  Does this authorized dealership have a location that is convenient to you? 
Start by looking for dealerships around your home or place of work. Keep in mind, Start by looking for dealerships around your home or place of work. Keep in mind, 
though, that it might be worth it to travel a little farther to get the unparalleled services though, that it might be worth it to travel a little farther to get the unparalleled services 
you deserve.  you deserve.  

• Services:Services: When buying a new Honda, you’ll need an array of trusted services under  When buying a new Honda, you’ll need an array of trusted services under 
one roof. Make sure your dealership has a professional finance department and  one roof. Make sure your dealership has a professional finance department and  
state-of-the-art service center for maintenance down the line. It also helps if they  state-of-the-art service center for maintenance down the line. It also helps if they  
offer handy online tools to help you prepare for your visit, such as: offer handy online tools to help you prepare for your visit, such as: 

• • Pre-approval for financing with a credit application  Pre-approval for financing with a credit application  
• • Trade-in appraisal calculator Trade-in appraisal calculator 
• • Research center  Research center  
• • Inventory search toolsInventory search tools
• • Online scheduling for test drives and service appointmentsOnline scheduling for test drives and service appointments

• Reviews:Reviews: Customer reviews are highly helpful today, even when it comes to buying   Customer reviews are highly helpful today, even when it comes to buying  
a vehicle. Check out what others have to say about this dealership, their team, and a vehicle. Check out what others have to say about this dealership, their team, and 
their services. You can also ask your family, friends, and coworkers if they have an their services. You can also ask your family, friends, and coworkers if they have an 
opinion as well. opinion as well. 

• Inventory:Inventory: One of the most important things you can check is if their inventory is fully  One of the most important things you can check is if their inventory is fully 
stocked and includes the model you’re looking for. Even if you don’t see it listed on stocked and includes the model you’re looking for. Even if you don’t see it listed on 
their website, it doesn’t mean they don’t have it. Reach out to their customer service their website, it doesn’t mean they don’t have it. Reach out to their customer service 
center and ask if they have a specific model or could make the model available.center and ask if they have a specific model or could make the model available.  
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STEP 4: TAKE A TEST DRIVE STEP 4: TAKE A TEST DRIVE 
After you’ve found a certified dealership that is sure to give you a satisfying, rewarding,  After you’ve found a certified dealership that is sure to give you a satisfying, rewarding,  
and straightforward experience, it’s finally time to get behind the wheel. Taking a test drive  and straightforward experience, it’s finally time to get behind the wheel. Taking a test drive  
is the most fun part of the car-buying experience, but it also very important. is the most fun part of the car-buying experience, but it also very important. 

During your test drive, there are many things you should keep an eye out for. Not only  During your test drive, there are many things you should keep an eye out for. Not only  
are you trying to ensure your chosen Honda suits your driving personality, but you also  are you trying to ensure your chosen Honda suits your driving personality, but you also  
want to make sure this vehicle will serve you well as a long-term companion. want to make sure this vehicle will serve you well as a long-term companion. 

Before you hit the road, follow these tips:  Before you hit the road, follow these tips:  

• Ask for a Demo: Ask for a Demo: Once you’re outside of the Honda, ask your sales associate  Once you’re outside of the Honda, ask your sales associate  
to demonstrate the highlighted features of the vehicle. This will allow you to be  to demonstrate the highlighted features of the vehicle. This will allow you to be  
able to test them out seamlessly when it’s time to get in the driver’s seat.    able to test them out seamlessly when it’s time to get in the driver’s seat.    

• Look Under the Hood: Look Under the Hood: Pop open the hood and look for important components, Pop open the hood and look for important components, 
such as the dipstick and battery. Are they easy to get to? Use this time to also locate such as the dipstick and battery. Are they easy to get to? Use this time to also locate 
the spare tire, if one is included, since this is important during an emergency. the spare tire, if one is included, since this is important during an emergency. 

• Check Out the Space: Check Out the Space:  Refer to your automotive checklist and make sure the  Refer to your automotive checklist and make sure the 
vehicle is the right size for you. Are all the seats comfortable? Is everything easily vehicle is the right size for you. Are all the seats comfortable? Is everything easily 
accessible from the driver’s seat? Will the cargo area fit what you need it to? accessible from the driver’s seat? Will the cargo area fit what you need it to? 
Additionally, make sure the vehicle is easy to get in and out of.Additionally, make sure the vehicle is easy to get in and out of.

  
When you’re behind the wheel, follow these tips:When you’re behind the wheel, follow these tips:

• Open Your Ears: Open Your Ears: Avoid turning on the sound system after you first hit the road and Avoid turning on the sound system after you first hit the road and 
simply listen to how the vehicle sounds. Check to see if it’s quiet enough for you.  simply listen to how the vehicle sounds. Check to see if it’s quiet enough for you.  
If you like the sound of the engine, make sure you can hear that sweet purr.    If you like the sound of the engine, make sure you can hear that sweet purr.    

• How Does It Feel?: How Does It Feel?: Assess the performance of the vehicle on both the highway  Assess the performance of the vehicle on both the highway  
and city streets. Think about how it keeps up with other cars, the acceleration,  and city streets. Think about how it keeps up with other cars, the acceleration,  
how it shifts, and its braking ability. Do you feel comfortable with its performance?  how it shifts, and its braking ability. Do you feel comfortable with its performance?  
Does it park easily?  Does it park easily?  

• Is It Right for You?: Is It Right for You?: Most importantly, how does driving the Honda make you feel? Most importantly, how does driving the Honda make you feel? 
Can you picture yourself ruling the roads behind the wheel for years to come? Does  Can you picture yourself ruling the roads behind the wheel for years to come? Does  
it match your personal style? Are you happy? it match your personal style? Are you happy? 

Remember, it’s Remember, it’s youryour choice to purchase the Honda or not. If you love it, then  choice to purchase the Honda or not. If you love it, then 
congratulations! Your hard work has paid off. If you think there’s something better  congratulations! Your hard work has paid off. If you think there’s something better  
out there, that’s perfectly fine. Honda has many incredible models to choose from  out there, that’s perfectly fine. Honda has many incredible models to choose from  
and the sales associate will use their knowledge to pair you with the right Honda. and the sales associate will use their knowledge to pair you with the right Honda. 
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STEP 5: KNOW YOUR FINANCING OPTIONS STEP 5: KNOW YOUR FINANCING OPTIONS 
Can you believe it? You’re almost the proud owner of a brand-new Honda that will elevate  Can you believe it? You’re almost the proud owner of a brand-new Honda that will elevate  
all of your commutes. There is just one more step to complete: choosing a finance plan. all of your commutes. There is just one more step to complete: choosing a finance plan. 

Finding the right financing plan for your Honda is the final piece to your car-buying puzzle. Finding the right financing plan for your Honda is the final piece to your car-buying puzzle. 
Since you’ve already figured out your budget and have decided on buying rather than Since you’ve already figured out your budget and have decided on buying rather than 
leasing, you’ll be halfway done before you even enter the financing department.leasing, you’ll be halfway done before you even enter the financing department.

If you’re not planning on paying for the entire vehicle up front, you have two basic financing If you’re not planning on paying for the entire vehicle up front, you have two basic financing 
options: direct lending and dealership financing. Let’s take a look at them both now.   options: direct lending and dealership financing. Let’s take a look at them both now.   

Direct LendingDirect Lending  
This finance option allows you to take out a personal loan for your vehicle through your This finance option allows you to take out a personal loan for your vehicle through your 
bank, credit union, or a financing company. Ultimately, you’ll have to do this process on bank, credit union, or a financing company. Ultimately, you’ll have to do this process on 
your own, but you’ll have the help of a banker outside of the dealership. your own, but you’ll have the help of a banker outside of the dealership. 

With direct lending, you’ll take out a loan for an agreed-upon amount of money from your With direct lending, you’ll take out a loan for an agreed-upon amount of money from your 
bank–depending on your credit and what you qualify for. Then, you give it to the dealership bank–depending on your credit and what you qualify for. Then, you give it to the dealership 
and drive away in your Honda. Afterwards, you’ll make monthly payments with interest to and drive away in your Honda. Afterwards, you’ll make monthly payments with interest to 
the lender. the lender. 

Dealership Financing Dealership Financing   
There are several perks that go along with financing your Honda through the dealership. There are several perks that go along with financing your Honda through the dealership. 
First of all, this service is offered under the same roof as where you found the model, First of all, this service is offered under the same roof as where you found the model, 
making it extremely convenient. Additionally, you’ll get to work one on one with a making it extremely convenient. Additionally, you’ll get to work one on one with a 
professional finance specialist, an expert who will help create a tailored contract that suits professional finance specialist, an expert who will help create a tailored contract that suits 
your needs and lifestyle. your needs and lifestyle. 

These experts will work with local banks and lenders, negotiating on your behalf to get you These experts will work with local banks and lenders, negotiating on your behalf to get you 
the monthly payments and interest rate you deserve. They’ll do most of the work for you  the monthly payments and interest rate you deserve. They’ll do most of the work for you  
and present you with the available options. Choose one and you’re good to go! and present you with the available options. Choose one and you’re good to go! 

Additionally, dealerships may also offer special programs, deals, and incentives that can Additionally, dealerships may also offer special programs, deals, and incentives that can 
lower your rate even more. lower your rate even more. 
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Time to find your new Honda!Time to find your new Honda!  
Congratulations! After reading our comprehensive eBook, you’re ready to set forth and find Congratulations! After reading our comprehensive eBook, you’re ready to set forth and find 
your next set of wheels. With all of this information under your belt, there’s no doubt that the your next set of wheels. With all of this information under your belt, there’s no doubt that the 
shopping process will go off without a hitch. shopping process will go off without a hitch. 

When you’re ready, make your way to your dealer of choice and begin this exciting When you’re ready, make your way to your dealer of choice and begin this exciting 
adventure. Good luck on your journey and we hope you love the Honda model you picked adventure. Good luck on your journey and we hope you love the Honda model you picked 
out. Happy buying!out. Happy buying!


